
Registry Issues List

issue_num category description originator resolution

156 User Misundersta GetContentRequest is inefficient
See http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/regrep/200202/ms
g00066.html

Duanne Nickull There are no unique perfornance issu

157 Error Registry.xsd does not declare 
namespace xsd but has references 
to it.

Joel Munter This problem is acknowledged.

158 RFE Need to remove CVS comment. Joel Munter This is not a defect. However, we will

159 Comment there are many opportunities to 
leverage the use of UDDI for 
certain registry requirements 
without having to recreate them here

Joel Munter Leverage of UDDI functionality is not

160 Comment that some areas of the RS are 
greatly "over-prescribed" (e.g., 
Semantic Rules Lines 1452-1838 - 
there are 46 pages worth of Filter 
Query support alone)

Joel Munter Over prescription is not a defect in th

161 Comment there are things in this draft of the 
RS that simply do not belong (e.g., a 
WSDL Primer)

Joel Munter This comment is not relevant. The onl

162 User Misundersta items that should be clearly stated in 
the CPP/A spec are stated here 
(e.g., Section 6.3.2.3)

Joel Munter The example cited definitely belongs i
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163 User Misundersta referenced Sections are incorrect 
(e.g., 5.4.1 should be 5.5.1) or are 
missing, there are at least three 
Error! reference source not found 
error

Jole Munter This comment is irrelevant. There is n

164 User Misundersta there are still references to DTDs 
when I believed that we were 
standardizing on XML Schemas

Joel Munter The only references to DTD are in ex

165 User Misundersta page numbers are missing Joel Munter All pages have numbers in RS 2.0. Co

166 Comment and that some areas may need 
serious improvement but I 
        have not had time to be more 
specific

Joel Munter Comment is not specific at all.

167 Comment GetContentRequest is open to DOS 
attacks
See http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/regrep/200202/ms
g00066.html

Duane Nickull There are no unique vulnerabilities to 

168 Question In Figure 6, there is no "Updated" 
status in lifecycle. Is it right or 
missed?

Chaemee Kim Not a defect. There is currently no se

169 Error In 8.4.2. GetContentResponse 
Message Structure,
Is it GetContentResponseMessage?
In message fragment, there is 
<GetContentRequest> instead of 
Response.

Chaemee Kim This is a typographical error. The sam
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170 In 9.7. Access Control, there is only 
3 role as Content owner,
registry administrator, registry guest.
However, there is no consistency 
between 5.3. Registry Users, 
Table1.
Actors and Table11. Role.
I think it's better to have some 
consistency to describe the role of
actors.

Chaemee Kim

171 RFE Do you have a plan not to provide 
RIM DTD anymore?
From Developer's perspective, 
sometimes we need DTD instead of 
Schema.
Some XML Binding SW doesn;t 
provide Schema yet.

Chaemee Kim Now that we are XML schema based

172 Question Content based query in SQL Query
Is there specific request & 
response for content based query in 
SQL
Query?

Chaemee Kim No there is no specific request & resp

173 Comment Is V2.0 backward compatible with 
V1.0. See:
http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/regrep/200201/ms
g00012.html

Kyu-Chul Lee V2.0 is not backward compatible with
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174 Question Is "sec 6.6.2.2 Communication 
Bootstrapping for ebXML message
Service" only applied to a "thin 
client" (as defined in sec 6.6.1)? 
See:
http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/regrep/200203/ms
g00008.html

Kit Ko 6.6.2.2 is relevant when ebXML Mes
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